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PRESS NOTE 

WEBUILD, MILAN'S M4 METRO: DISCOVERED NEW MEDIEVAL TREASURES 
SECTIONS OF THE ANCIENT CITY WALLS OF THE NAVIGLIO NOW IN 

 TO-BE DE AMICIS STATION  
 

BY AUTUMN ALL LINE 4 EXPECTED TO BE COMPLETED 
 

  

 

 

Milan, April 16, 2024 – A precious testimony of the past relives today inside the to-be De Amicis station of the 
M4 line, built by Webuild in Milan: some sections of the ancient internal city walls of the Naviglio (small river in 
Milan), were found during excavations, and have now been restored and placed in its atrium. Works of the station 
were carried out concomitantly to the overall work on the M4, the latter being fully operational for its first 6 
kilometres already, between Linate and San Babila. The line is now heading to full completion with the section 
that goes from San Babila to FS San Cristoforo expected to be completed by forthcoming Fall.    

Placement operations inside the De Amicis construction site were carried out by Webuild, to allow integrating 
the Medieval wall structure within the station's architecture, the first being an integral part of the water system 
of the Naviglio San Girolamo.  

The Medieval walls were positioned in various steps, following a careful archaeological restoration that will 
be completed in the forthcoming days. After moving the walls from the construction site, where they were kept, 
to the De Amicis station, a delicate placement stage followed to position the structure inside a special glass 
container room specifically designed for the purpose, within the atrium floor of the station.  
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The M4 line, commissioned by the Municipality of Milan, is finishing the stations and testing the systems and 
vehicles. Works to build the bike-pedestrian lane that from Piazza Tirana will cross the Naviglio river and the FS 
San Cristoforo station, reaching the M4 station, also continue; just like the works to connect the M4 and M3 lines 
at Torre Velasca/Missori station, and the M4-M2 lines near the "Pusterla" of Sant'Ambrogio. Activities on the 
surface also carry on, particularly the re-qualification ones in Largo Augusto, which proceed at full speed, with 
the aim of handing back the square by April to its citizens.   

Positioning the two wall structures in the De Amicis station is the most recent of a series of actions made by 
Webuild to preserve and value the historical and archaeological pre-existing finds detected while works were 
being carried out on the M4 line. Under the coordination of the Archaeology, Fine Arts and Landscape 
Supervisory Board of Milan, Webuild has in fact already handed back to Milan various historical finds: i.e. the 
Colonna del Verziere (Verziere Column) and the “Statua del Redentore” (Redeemer Statue) in Largo Augusto; and 
the "Ruvida Colonna" (Coarse Column) - detected during the temporary movement of the Verziere Column, which 
was removed to allow works to build the M4 line; the "Busto di Cesare Correnti" (Bust of Cesare Correnti) in 
Piazza della Resistenza Partigiana, the Medieval wall in Via Francesco Sforza and the "Monumento della Madonna 
della Rassegnazione" (Monument of Our Lady of Resignation).  

The M4 line is one of the many infrastructural projects built by Webuild that brought to light historical pre-
existing finds. Among these, there's Line C of Rome's Metro, which will cross the Eternal City with museum 
stations valuing the archaeological heritage emerged from the excavations, like the "Casa del Comandante" 
(Commander's Home), Roman barracks dating back to the 2nd century A.D, found while works were being carried 
at the Porta Metronia station. 

*** 

Webuild is a global leader in the design and construction of large, complex projects in the sectors of sustainable mobility, hydropower, 
water management and production, and green buildings. For many years, the recognized leader in the water sector, also ranking among 
the Top 10 international players in Australia, Europe and the US, the Group has consolidated experience in 50 countries. In almost 120 
years of applied engineering on more than 3,200 projects, the Webuild Group has built 14,140 kilometres of rail and metro lines, 82,533 
kilometres of roads and highways, 1,020 kilometres of bridges and viaducts, 3,408 kilometres of tunnels, and 313 dams and hydropower 
plants. Projects include the Bridge over the Danube River in Braila in Romania, and the Genoa Long Beach International Gateway in 
California; the expansion of the Panama Canal and the Third Bosphorus Bridge in Turkey; the Kingdom Centre skyscraper in Riyadh in Saudi 
Arabia, and metro lines in Copenhagen, Paris, Rome, Milan, Doha and Ryadh. Projects under construction include the New Genoa 
Breakwater, the Brenner Base Tunnel, Line 4 of Milan's metro, and Line C of Rome's metro, the Genoa-Milan high-capacity railway line, 
the Snowy 2.0 hydroelectric project in Australia, and the Trojena project for NEOM in Saudi Arabia. As of December 31, 2023, the Webuild 
Group with 87,000 people, achieved €10 billion in total revenues, and a total backlog of €64 billion, with over 90% of its construction 
backlog related to projects linked to the advancement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Webuild, subject to 
the direction and coordination of Salini Costruttori S.p.A., is headquartered in Italy and is listed on the Milan stock exchange (WBD; 
WBD.MI; WBD:IM). Since 2021, it is member of the MIB ESG, the index of Italian companies with the best ESG practices. 

More information at www.webuildgroup.com 
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